
Synthetic peptide GcMAF to be made available
worldwide by The Longevity Revolution™

The Longevity Revolution ™

launch date expected November 2015

WORLDWIDE, WORLDWIDE,
WORLDWIDE, October 12, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- 
The Longevity Revolution™ is an
established  worldwide supplier and
manufacturer of scientifically researched
longevity supplements and longevity
research peptides.

They operate a worldwide co-
researchers club which is free to join and makes available to their members many cutting edge
scientifically researched longevity supplements

They are planning to launch, within the next few weeks, a synthetic analogue  of GcMAF which

Science Fiction is now
Science Fact!

Tony Mackenzie - Founder

caused recent heated controversy when a different version of
it was supplied by another company who were accused of
breaching regulatory laws.

The synthetic version to be launched by The Longevity
Revolution™ is a bio-identical peptide with the same
molecular structure as GcMAF found naturally in the human

body but is made in a  specialised peptide laboratory and does not use any animal products, human
products,  or human blood extract which caused most of the recent controversy.

It is being priced at around  half that of  the recent controversial product yet offers tens  of  thousands
of times the quantity.

GcMAF  has had 25 years of research in the scientific community since it was discovered and as a
peptide is   found naturally  in the bodies of at least six million healthy people on the planet .
Research papers have been published by hundreds of eminent scientists that refer to it but, until
recently, these have been largely ignored. As a natural human peptide it can't be patented by the
pharmaceutical industry to give them financial exclusivity to it. Recent changes in patent law in the
USA has recognised that an exact molecular synthetic version of a natural peptide can no longer be
patented either.

The Longevity Revolution™ will be making small quantities of the peptide available in powder form for
less than £200 including worldwide delivery  but initially only for research purposes to members who
join their free but established worldwide co-researchers club.

It is not yet being made available to the public and is supplied without any medical or therapeutic
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claims.

Initial enquiries can be sent to info@thelongevityrevolution.tv
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